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Perfection is in our DNA. It’s a never-ending quest. We are driven to 
deliver and inspired by the elite sporting culture we inhabit. We’ve refi ned 
our manufacturing techniques, discovered new fabrics, improved our 
designs and sought out extra performance where seemingly none 
existed before. Our philosophy is based on the four pillars of Fit, 
Performance, Comfort and Durability. Every garment is engineered to 
our highest standards. Designed for cyclists of any level. For those 

competing at the highest level, to those who do it purely for the sense 
of freedom that cycling provides. Santini is for those who value passion 
and appreciate attention to detail. For those who want to feel that 
rich heritage of cycling history wrapped up in a single garment. We’ll 
do what it takes to enable you to ride faster, further and longer, in 
unmatched style and comfort, while feeling that same burning passion 
that drives us to be the best. The best we can be.



Honesty. That’s what makes Santini special. All our collection 
garments have been produced in Italy since 1965.
We invest extensively in R&D to find fabrics and production 
techniques that will create a better cycling experience. 
We design every garment ourselves to fulfill our four brand 
promises - Fit, Performance, Comfort and Durability. So when you 
buy Santini, you’re buying a guarantee that each garment will fulfill
its purpose for a lifetime of use. Whether that’s keeping you warm 
and dry in winter training, or cool, comfortable and aerodynamic 
while the summer racing.

That is our passion. This is our promise.

FIT. 
“We feel that great cycle clothing should fit so well that 

you don’t even notice it,” Monica Santini, Santini CEO.
At Santini we strive to create garments that fit like a 

“second skin”, it is what we are best known for.

DURABILITY. 
Santini Cycling Wear is Made in Italy by our highly skilled 

production staff with the highest quality materials.
Each garment undergoes vigorous quality controls and 

will last a lifetime.

PERFORMANCE. 
Santini is a technology pioneer and pro supplier. From 

our world class chamois technology to our materials 
research, our aim is to make sure that every Santini 

product provides you with maximum performance in the 
saddle.

COMFORT.
Each garment is in engineered to provide unsurpassed 

comfort in the saddle, from the materials selected to the 
strategic placement of each seam.

FOUR PROMISES DEFINE 
EACH AND EVERY SANTINI 

GARMENT

Why choose SANTINI



BETA LIGHT JERSEY VEGA JERSEY ORIGINE JERSEY COLLE JERSEY

BETA RAIN JACKET VEGA JACKET GUARD JACKET COLLE JACKET

VEGA BIB-TIGHTS GIOVE BIB-TIGHTS LAVA BIB-TIGHTS
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CHAMELEON

POIS PIXEL

8     Santini Winter Collection

Choose a style and create your own unique look! Although the products in the collection are presented as sets, you can 
make your kit by matching any jersey with any bib-shorts in this catalogue. How? Both the men’s and women’s ranges 
follow three distinct colour combinations that you will fi nd in every garment. This will allow you to match two products even 
if they are not part of the same kit. Easy right? Now browse, select and match!

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE 
MATCH ANY TOP WITH ANY BOTTOM IN THE COLLECTION!

MIX & MATCH

FW 19 COLOURS COMBINATIONS

FW 19 PATTERNS

NAUTICA BLUE / LIGHT BLUE

WHITE / BLACK

ARMY GREEN / FLUO ORANGE

BORDEAUX / BLACK

MATCH IT WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BIB-TIGHTS

EXAMPLE OF A MIX & MATCH IN AF/VE
FLUO ORANGE / GREEN



SANTINISMS.IT

# S A N T I N I W I N T E R 2 0 1 9

FW19

INDEX

12 Beta Multiweather

20 Wind

26 Rain

38 Cold

When  you  start  riding  before  sunrise.  You  climb  and  
sweat, and freeze on the descent. When  there’s  rain  one  
minute  and  sun  the  next.  You  need clothes that can keep 
up.The Santini FW19 collection is made of products tested on 
the roads  in  a  wide  range  of  weather  conditions  to  make  
sure they work just perfect. Become  unstoppable  in  all  type  
of  weather  conditions.

Now go out and ride.

MEN’S COLLECTION
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BETA MULTIWEATHER
Four seasons in one layer

You need clothes that can keep up. The Santini Beta Multi-weather solution is your state-of-the-art answer. Single layer 
garments than provide all-in-one insulation, wind-resistance and rain-proofing. No need to slow down to put on a cape or 
carry extra layers. They keep you warm without overheating, while letting your body breath and your sweat escape. The 
Beta range has a selection of single-layer jerseys and jackets with increasing degrees of insulation for spring, autumn 
and winter.
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+10/+20 SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

BR

NE VE
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POWERED BY

CAM LOCK ZIP

AS SEEN ON

SLIM
FIT

Made from triple layer super light Windstopper fabric (only 170 gr/m2) with carbon  inserts on the back and sides, the Beta jersey offers thermal insulation and wind 
protection in colder temperatures of 10-15°C (50-60°F) and breathability and comfort at higher temperatures of 15-20°C (60-70°F). No need to stop or slow down to add 
or remove layers as the wind changes. Comes with a stylish rubber label incorporating the Beta line logo on the left sleeve. Used by World Tour Team Trek-Segafredo for 
training and racing.

Leave your windbreaker at home

BETA LITE JERSEY
CODE: W9 970 75 BETA LIGH

HIGH-VISIBILITY
Reflective highlights for nighttime safety

COMPELTE COMFORT
Warmth in cold conditions. Breathability and 
comfort in hotter temperatures

ULTRA-LIGHT PERFORMANCE
Weights 35% less than a standard 
combination of jersey and windbreaker 
while offering optimal wind protection 

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

AERODYNAMICS
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+5/+18
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

NE

VE BR

POWERED BY

POWERED BY
CAM LOCK ZIP

AS SEEN ON
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The complete winter solution

GIOVE BIB-TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1180 NAT GIOVE

-8/+15
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

The complete winter solution. Enhance your winter workouts. Enjoy maximum protection against the cold and the elements thanks to the wind-proof, and water-resistant 
Windstopper softshell and back panel and braces made in warm Blizzard thermofleece. Engineered for unbeatable freedom of movement thanks to a special ergonomic 
knee cut. Experience unsurpassed comfort as you accumulate base miles in the off-season with the next generation Nat chamois and its shock-absorbing Next gel core.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Soft and warm thermofleece on back, 
braces and ergonomic knee cut

TOTAL PROTECTION
Wind-proof and water-resistant Winstopper 
210 fabric on the front

HIGH VISIBILITY
Santini reflective logo on the side for the 
maximum safety in the dark

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NE

SLIM
FIT

VERSATILITY
Guaranteed comfort in cold, wet and 
windy conditions. Breathability in warmer 
temperatures

HIGH VISIBILITY
Reflective logo at the rear for safer riding in 
the dark

PROTECTION AND COMFORT IN A SINGLE LAYER
All-in-one Windstopper wind and rain 
resistant fabric

Complete thermal balance in diverse climatic conditions 

BETA RAIN JACKET
CODE: W9 507 75 BETA RAIN

Complete thermal balance in different climatic conditions. This jacket offers an enhanced fit with increased thermal insulation. Built with Windstopper medium light weight 
triple layer fabric, (220 gr/m2) the Beta jacket is engineered to keep you warm when the mercury goes as low as 5°C (40°F). It feels like you’re wearing both a jersey and a 
jacket, while being incredibly breathable and light enough for comfort in temperatures up to 18°C (65°F). Includes protection from wind and rain thanks to the Windstopper 
membrane. Allows you to ride under the rain and stay totally dry at least for the first 90 minutes. Used by World Tour Team Trek-Segafredo for training and racing in rainy 
conditions.

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY
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 -8/+5
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

VE
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POWERED BY

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLIM
FIT

All-in-one winter jacket. Designed to provide complete protection on the coldest winter days, the Beta jacket will be your shield against the elements. Constructed from triple 
layer warm Windstopper Fuga fabric, ( 250 gr/m2) it is both windproof and water-resistant, as well as thermally insulating. 
It is packed with design features and attention to detail. The elastic on the bottom of the jacket keeps it firmly in place during long rides. The reflective details on the back 
ensure visibility even on the darkest streets. While three large pockets, plus a rainproof zippered pocket for you mobile or wallet, will keep your supplies safe and dry.

TOTAL PROTECTION
Developed with wind and rain-resistant 
Windstopper warm fabric fabric

MULTI-WEATHER ENGINEERING
Comfort in a wind range of temperatures

SAFE STORAGE 
Rianproof zippered pocket

Santini multi-weather technology for your coldest winter rides 

BETA WINTER JACKET
CODE: W9 507 75 BETA WINT

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

NE BR
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WIND
An essential piece of kit for every ride

The wind can turn anytime. That’s why professional riders always have some protection in their pocket. With their design 
features to enhance the closeness of the fit - our windbreakers  offer superb performance: wind protection without 
increasing wind resistance. They’re comfortable and constructed from materials that last.
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+10/+25 +10/+25
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

GR
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

GR

CAM LOCK ZIP CAM LOCK ZIP

SLIM
FIT

SLIM
FIT

Maintain the aero advantage while staying protected. Race fit windbreaker made from windproof and water resistant Scudo fabric. Offers supreme protection against 
inclement weather. Includes comfortable rubber-fabric inserts on wrists ensuring a snug feel to keep the elements out. High visibility on the road is guaranteed by the 
reflective Santini logo on the back. Extremely lightweight it can be easily folded inside its own zipped back pocket.

A convenient extra layer. Race fit sleeveless jacket made of windproof and water resistant Scudo fabric. Ultralight and can be easily carried should you require it. Designed 
for efficient storage. Can be folded inside its own zipped back pocket. Engineered to protect against the wind and cold, be it on a long descent or when fighting a bitter 
crosswind. Be seen on the road thanks to the highly reflective Santini logo on the back.

Aero advantage 

SCUDO WINDBREAKER
CODE: W9 332 75 SCUDO

SLIM FIT
Mantain the aero advange while staying 
protected

EXTRA PROTECTION
Rubber fabric inserts on wrists ensures a 
snug feel to keep the elements out

HIGH VISIBILITY
Reflective printing at the bottom of the 
jacket for enhanced road visibility

A convenient extra layer 

SCUDO VEST
CODE: W9 542 75 SCUDO

SLIM FIT
Mantain the aero advange while staying 
protected

POCKETABLE
Ultralight, it can be easily stored into your 
back pocket

HIGH VISIBILITY
Reflective piping at the bottom of the jacket 
for enhanced road visibility

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

BR

NT VE
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CUSTOMIZABLE

+10/+25

CAM LOCK ZIP

CLASSIC
FIT

The most convenient buffer against the wind. Made entirely from Skin fabric on the front and back, this wind jacket ensures supreme protection from the wind. Maximum 
comfort is assured thanks to side inserts in the breathable Think fabric. Can be effortlessly stowed in a jersey pocket for when required. Available in several stylish designs 
with a full frontal reverse coil zip. Longer cut on the back offers extra protection when cycling in wet conditions. Finished with refl ective piping on bottom and cuffs for extra 
visibility.

LIGHTAS FEATHER 
Made with the incredibly light and windproof 
Skin fabric

POCKETABLE
Perfect accessory to store in your back 
pocket and take out when needed

HIGH-VISIBILITY
Refl ective piping at the bottom of the jacket 
for enhanced road visibility

Stylish protection against the wind

FINE WINDBREAKER
CODE: S9 332 75 FINE

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY
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RAIN

Stay dry. Stay fast.

Rain protection doesn’t have to be bulky. It shouldn’t be like a parachute that slows you down. Or feel tight and 
restrictive. It shouldn’t stop the rain but leave you soaking wet from your own sweat. Nor does it have to be 
heavy in your back pocket when you’re not using it. 
Our rain garments  give you the benefi t of water-proofi ng, with the added advantages of aerodynamics, comfort, 
lightness, durability and breathability that only the best materials can give you. Don’t accept second best.
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+5/+18SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AZ

BR AF
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POWERED BY

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLIM
FIT

Improved version of the 2017 best seller Vega 2.0 jersey. Enhanced aerodynamic fit  ; new design and colors. Vega is made of warm Blizzard thermofleece with water-
resistant Acquazero treatment. It’s incredibly warm and comfortable and provides maximum protection from the rain at all times. The jersey cut is more elongated at the 
back and features a jacquard elastic waistband with a non-slip grip to ensure a perfect fit while you ride. Stylish details include the Rockman fabric inserts on cuffs, neck 
and vertical front band. Three large pockets on the back allow you to bring with you what you want. Complete with a long reverse coil coloured zip and back reflective piping. 
If you haven’t tried an Acquazero garment yet, do It now!

Unprecedent versatility in a foul weather jersey

VEGA JERSEY
CODE: W9 2160 75 VEGA

OPTIMAL RAIN PROTECTION
Acquazero treatment repels heavy rain for at 
least an hour, even after repeated uses and 
washings, while mantaining breathability

WINTER WARMTH FROM ONE-LAYER
Blizzard thermofleece fabric retains body 
heat while providing optimal thermal 
balance

AERODYNAMIC
Ultra-slim fit minimises wind resistance

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY



SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL BR AF

AZ

POWERED BY

+5/+18

Never fear rain again! Vega bib-tights will ensure protection against rain thanks to the water resistant Acquazero treatment that repels water, keeping you dry and warm. 
Maximum comfort and breathability thanks to the braces with transpiring mesh inserts on the back and jacquard seamless elastic on front. GITevo chamois with Twist gel 
core provides constant absorption of shocks, even over long distances. Try it together with the Acquazero Vega jersey. 

CODE: W9 1180 GIT VEGA

ACQUAZERO RAIN SHIELD
Water resistant even after repeated use 
and washings thanks to the Acquazero 
treatment

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION
Our new GITevo chamois with anti-shock 
Twist gel core provide unparalled shock 
protection

COMFORT AND BREATHABILITY
Warm and breathable thermofleece 
construction with jacquard elastic braces 
and mesh insert at the back

Engineered to keep you dry, warm and fast 

VEGA BIB-TIGHTS

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY
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BR
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+0/+15SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL NT VE

CAM LOCK ZIP

POWERED BY

SLIM
FIT

Face winter with the ultimate protection. The Vega jacket is constructed with an exclusive triple layer on the upper part to keep you protected against the elements. Scudo 
windproof fabric on the outside, soft Silkiss Sahara mesh inside and is padded with Polartec’s  Alpha thermodynamic  batting to keep you warm. Water resistant treatment 
ensures you stay dry while you ride, and reflective details on the rear shoulders ensure extra safety. A generous triple pocket on the back allows you to carry all the 
necessities. Finished with Rockman inserts on the underarms and cuffs and a stylishly coloured reverse coil frontal zipper. A tight fit which stays in place is assured with the 
elasticised bottom section. For an all-round stylish look, the Vega jacket can be ideally paired with other garments in the Vega line.

Ride in comfort all winter long

VEGA JACKET
CODE: W9 504 75 VEGA

CUTTING EDGE FABRICS
Constructed with an exclusive triple layer on 
the upper part

WINTER PROTECTION
Designed to keep you warm on cool weather 
rides

EXTRA STORAGE
A generous triple pocket on the back allows 
you to carry all the necessities

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY
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+5/+15
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

GR

NE AF

Hands down the best rain jacket available for road cycling
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CAM LOCK ZIP

AS SEEN ON

SLIM
FIT

No more excuses! With your Guard rain jacket you can train and compete even in the rain! Made of an elastic fabric coupled to a breathable hydrophilic membrane to ensure 
maximum protection from rain and wind, Guard features thermos-tape stitching with a waterproof zipper to have you 100% covered! The inside collar and cuffs are made of 
soft and warm thermofleece. The reflective detail on the back ensures maximum visibility on the road in the dark. The side pocket with waterproof zipper allows you to carry 
everything you need with no risk of rain damage. Guard is super light and pocketable making it easy to carry it in your jersey back pocket and has a slim fit which makes it 
ideal also when you race. Used by World Tour Team Trek-Segafredo for racing in rainy conditions.

100% RAIN PROTECTION
Wind and waterproof material, zips and 
seams

SLIM FIT
Ultra-light and aerodynamic design is ideal 
for competitive cycling

HIGH VISIBILITY
Reflective details ont he back for safety in 
dark conditions

GUARD RAIN JACKET
CODE: W9 522 75 GUARD

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY



GR AF
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+10/+20SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

NE

AS SEEN ON

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLIM
FIT

The essential garment for any cyclist. Ideal to protect you from the wind whenever you need it, the Guard 3.0 vest is also very useful in case of rain. Made of an elastic fabric 
coupled to a breathable hydrophilic membrane to ensure maximum protection from rain and wind, it is light, elastic and incredibly durable. Collar in soft and warm thermo 
fleece.  The reflective detail on the back ensures maximum visibility on the road in the dark. It can be folded inside its own zipped side pocket for easy storage. 

Protect your core in the wind and rain 

GUARD VEST
CODE: W9 551 75 GUAR3

WIND AND WATER RESISTANT
Perfect to protect you from the wind while 
repelling rain

POCKETABLE DESIGN
Lightweight and can be stored in your jersey 
pocket

HIGH VISIBILITY SAFETY STRIPS
Reflective detail on the back for high 
visibility in dark conditions

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY
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COLD
Become unstoppable

Why give up your passion for two wheels just because the 
mercury drops? Why stay inside and get depressed on a 
rainy day? Facing the elements is one of the most difficult 
challenges for any rider trying to get their winter miles in. 
Advanced cycle clothing technology can save your training 
rides and make you unstoppable. Be warm, dry and 
comfortable on the bike even in extreme weather conditions. 
Santini’s cold collection will protect your core and extremities 
like no other clothing. With state-of-the-art thermal 
insulation, wind protection and waterproof fabrics combined 
in breathable layers. With sophisticated design features from 
collar to cuff that guarantee protection. Never be cold on the 
bike ever again. 



BR AF

+8/+15
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AZ 
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CAM LOCK ZIP

Let the warmth fl ow through your legs

LAVA BIB-TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1180 GIT LAVA

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

COLD PROTECTION
The toasty thermofl eece material ensures 
you stay warm even on the longest winter 
rides

LAVA EFFECT
The black fabric turns a fi ery hue when 
fl exed

SADDLE COMFORT
GITevo chamois with Twist gel core

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

TU

NE AR

0 /+15

CLASSIC
FIT

Winter protection in a breathable solution. The Colle jersey provides maximum comfort and protection from the cold. All this while still allowing your skin breathe in a unique 
design. The jersey comes in a classic cut for an assured comfortable fi t. Includes three rear pockets that allow you to carry everything you need. On the frontal section a 
stylish full-length zipper allows you to  adjust ventilation as desired for optimal thermal regulation.

Breathable comfort trough all weathers

COLLE L/S JERSEY
CODE: W9 2160 75 COLLE

THERMAL PROTECTION 
Breathable and warm thermofl eece 
construction

COMFORTABLE FIT
Ideal for every type of body

EXTRA SPACE
Triple back pockets to store everything you 
need

WIND RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

Feel the burn in your legs. Combat the cold with our  bib tight design featuring “Lava Effect”, where the black fabric turns a fi ery hue when fl exed. The toasty thermofl eece 
material ensures you stay warm even on the longest winter rides. Designed to adhere to the body and follow its contours like a second skin, a snug fi t and great comfort are 
assured. Experience complete protection thanks to the durable Git Evo pad, engineered for excellent fi t and freedom of movement. Refl ective details on either calf ensure 
you’ll be seen on the road.



-8/+5SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

NT

VE BX

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

POWERED BY
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CAM LOCK ZIP

CLASSIC
FIT

Challenge the cold with the Colle jacket! The perfect garment for those cooler winter rides. In Windstopper Fuga fabric, it’s both water and wind resistant. The underarms 
and cuffs are in warm Blizzard thermo fl eece for added protection and freedom of movement. Bring it all with you in the three large rear pockets that allow you to store 
everything you need. Refl ective piping on the back ensures maximum visibility on the road, even in the dark. Complete with a coloured reverse coil full zipper and elasticated 
band at the bottom with a silicone gripper to ensure the jacket stays in position for supreme comfort.

TOTAL PROTECTION
Water resistant triple layer warm 
Windstopper fabric (250gr/m2)

WARM AND COMFORTABLE
Underarms and cuffs are in warm Blizzard 
thermofl eece for added protection and 
freedom of movement

HIGH VISIBILITY
Refl ective piping on the back for night 
visibility

Ride in comfort all winter long 

COLLE JACKET
CODE: W9 507 75 COLLE
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+8/+15SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AERODYNAMICS

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BI

BR AF

CAM LOCK ZIP

Simply supreme winter protection. Light and soft to the skin, the Origine long sleeve jersey in Pirenei fabric provides optimal thermal regulation. Extra protection is offered 
on the neck and frontal section thanks to the lightweight and insulating Hotwind fabric. The jersey features an anatomical cut, more elongated on the back, and a jacquard 
silicone elastic waistband for an excellent fit secured in place. A generous triple back pocket, one of which is zippered, can safely carry all you need. Complete with reflective 
details on the back for greater visibility on dark roads.

CUTTING EDGE FABRICS
Innovative blend of fabrics to provide a new 
level of comfort

AUTUMN PROTECTION
Designed to keep you warm on cool weather 
rides

HIGH VISIBILITY
Reflective detail provides added road 
visibility

True innovation in a cool weather jersey 

ORIGINE L/S JERSEY
CODE: W9 2160 75 ORIG

SLIM
FIT
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# S A N T I N I W I N T E R 2 0 1 9

We take pride in making the best cycling clothing for women 
available anywhere. We do countless hours of  research in 
order to find the best performing fabrics, and to create designs 
that fit all body types. We pay the utmost attention to every 
detail of every garment and use colours and patterns to add a 
touch of style to each pedal stroke. For our 2019 collection for 
women we teamed up with one of the best female riders of all 
times, the World Champion Lizzie Deignan. She brought her 
expertize and fashion sense to all the products in the collection 
and tested personally each one of them on the road and in a 
wide range of weather conditions to make sure they worked 
just perfect.

Now pick your favourite and ride with style!

WOMEN’S COLLECTION

INDEX

50 Cold and rain

FW19



CORAL BIB-SHORTS

CORAL JACKET

CORAL BIB-SHORTS

CORAL JACKET

CORAL BIB-SHORTS

CORAL JACKET
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PEACOCK

STRIPES

Choose a style and create your own unique look! Although the products in the collection are presented as sets, you can 
make your kit by matching any jersey with any bib-shorts in this catalogue. How? Both the men’s and women’s ranges 
follow three distinct colour combinations that you will fi nd in every garment. This will allow you to match two products even 
if they are not part of the same kit. Easy right? Now browse, select and match!

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE 
MATCH ANY TOP WITH ANY BOTTOM IN THE COLLECTION!

MIX & MATCH

FW 19 COLOURS COMBINATIONS

FW 19 PATTERNS

NAUTICA BLUE / VENICE PURPLE GRANADA RED / RED

PETROL / ACQUA

PICK YOUR FAVOURITE JERSEY

ADD THE MATCHING JACKET

COMPLETE WITH THE BIB-TIGHTS

CREATE YOUR WINTER STYLE

48     Santini Winter Collection

CORAL JERSEYCORAL JERSEY CORAL JERSEY
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COLD AND RAIN
Victory over the elements

There is more to winter cycling clothing than simply staying warm. It has to be windproof and repel 
water while being breathable.  It has to be comfortable yet elastic so you don’t feel restricted but at the 
same time lightweight and not bulky so you don’t feel weighed down. Our cold weather collection does 
these thing with style, ensuring you feel comfortable and look great. And it will last a lifetime as well. 



Thorough thermal balance

PASSO JACKET
CODE: W9 517 75 PASSO

-8/+10

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

NE
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POWERED BY
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SLIM
FIT

This is the version for women of our Beta Winter jacket. Created to ensure a perfect thermal balance in different climatic conditions. Built with Windstopper fabric  (300 GR/
M2) Beta Winter is able by itself to keep you warm in temperatures as low as 5 C as if you were wearing jersey and jacket.  Extremely versatile, Beta Winter will also offer 
protection from wind and rain thanks to the triple layer warm Windstopper membrane. Features stylish inserts in reflective pixel fabric on the neck, cuffs and front-band. 
Complete with a long reverse coil zipper and two back zippered pockets to protect your valuables while riding. With a reflective Santini logo on the back for improved visibility.  
A great versitile jacket that is a must have in your cycling guardrobe. Lizzie suggests to use it with only a thermal base layer underneath. The jacket needs to fit close to 
the body to perform at its best and keep you warm.

TOTAL PROTECTION 
Developed with wind and rain resistant 
Windstopper triple layer warm  fabric

MULTI-WEATHER ENGINEERING
Comfort in a wide range of temperatures

SAFE STORAGE
Rainproof zippered pocket

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

CAM LOCK ZIP
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The ultimate for winter warmth

SFIDA TIGHTS
CODE: SP 1181 GIL SFIDA

0/+15SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

COLD PROTECTION
Made with warm thermofleece with inserts 
in coloured Hotwind fabric

ENHANCED COMFORT
Elasticated double layer waistband

LONG LASTING COMFORT
GILevo chamois with a silicone gel core stai 
comfortable even after long hours riding

NE

RS AF

SLIM
FIT

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

TU

AR VI

0 /+15

Supreme comfort and snugness. Long sleeve jersey tailored for women. Combat the cold thanks to the insulating thermofleece with “Lava Effect”, where the black fabric 
turns a fiery hue when flexed. The toasty thermofleece material ensures you stay warm and snug on chilly days. Includes a triple back pocket with reflective details that 
ensure you’ll be seen on the road. A super comfortable zipped side pocket helps you to store whatever you may need during the ride.

Let the warmth dress you

PASSO L/S JERSEY
CODE: W9 2161 75 PASSO  

THERMAL PROTECTION
Breathable and warm thermofleece

FEMININE CUT
Supreme comfort thanks to the anatomical 
cut

LAVA EFFECT
The black fabric turns a fiery hue when
Flexed

UV PROTECTION

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

AERODYNAMICS
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CAM LOCK ZIP ELASTICITY

INSULATION

NIGHTIME VISIBILITY

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

BREATHABILITY

The ultimate for winter warmth. Braceless tights offering supreme insulation with a thermofleece construction. Complete with a coloured Hotwind fabric insert on the rear 
across calves in a stylish reflective finish. Elasticated double layer waistband with coloured fabric inserts provide an attractive finish and extra comfort. .Added protection 
from the GILevo pad engineered for consistent shock absorption even after a long day in the saddle.
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SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

AC

BR VI

+5/+15
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CAM LOCK ZIP

The Coral jersey is the perfect garment to use on your winter rides. Made of soft and warm thermofleece Lite Pro, it maintains constant body temperature while you ride. 
The side inserts are strategically placed to slim the figure and ensure a perfect fit. Easy and comfortable to wear thanks to the full-length reversed coloured zipper, Coral 
is available in three colourful versions. Cuffs in double thermofleece to keep the heat in and prevent air infiltration. Includes five large pockets so you can have everything 
you need always at hand. With reflective piping on the five pockets to ensure maximum visibility on the road. Stylish design featuring a peacock pattern, main theme of the 
Lizzie x Santini signature series. Lizzie’s advice is to use this thermal jersey with a base layer with  temperatures between 15° and 20° or with the Coral jacket on top to 
face colder weather and rainy conditions.

The snug winter solution

CORAL JERSEY
CODE: W9 2161 75 CORAL

WARM AND SOFT
Breathable Lit Pro thermofleece to keep you 
warm while you pedal

EXTRA STORAGE
3 back pockets plus 2 extra pockets on the 
sides to store everything you need

NIGHT SAFETY
Reflective details for added road visibility

INSULATION

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

SLIM
FIT



+0/+15SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

AC
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BR FX

Train all winter and challenge the cold with the Coral bib-tights! Made of warm and soft thermofl eece, the upper part is designed with an innovative mesh bib to ensure 
perfect fi t and maximum breathability. Ideal for training in cold weather, Coral 2.0 ensures excellent thermal balance and visibility on the road thanks to the refl ective insert 
on the legs. The anatomical GIL2 chamois with anti-shock gel core maximises comfort in the saddle. Perfect to match your Coral jersey for a very colourful and warm 
winter! Lizzy loves the peacock pattern design of the mesh bib and suggests to always wear a thermal baselayer underneath to keep you warm and breathable all winter!

Combat the winter chill

CORAL BIB-TIGHTS 
CODE: W9 1182 GIL CORAL

INSULATING
Warm and soft thermofl eece fabric

LONG LASTING COMFORT
GILevo chamois with a silicone gel core 
stays comfortable even after long hours 
riding

INNOVATIVE BIB CUT
Elastic mesh bib, covers the body for extra 
protection while remaining breathable

BREATHABILITY

INSULATION

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

ELASTICITY

ANTI SHOCK PROTECTION



-8/+10 SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

AC
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POWERED BY

BR VI
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CAM LOCK ZIP

Fight back when it blows this winter. The Coral jacket is engineered for supreme protection against wind and rain thanks to the Windstopper Fuga fabric. The back and the 
cuffs are made of warm Stelvio fabric, which offers excellent thermal balance and prevents air infiltration. Designed to adapt to the curves of the female body it also features 
a stylish reverse coil coloured zipper. The reflective piping on the back guarantees maximum visibility on the road. While the two rear pockets allow you to store all you need 
for your rides. At the waist, the Santini jacquard elastic keeps the jacket firmly in place while you ride. Best paired with the Coral kit to ensure you are fully covered for your 
winter rides. Lizzy loves the touch of colour this jacket bring, so use it to colour up your cold winter!

BREATHABILITY

INSULATION

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY 

ELASTICITY

Nullify the worst of winter

CORAL JACKET
CODE: W9 517 75 CORAL 

WARM AND BREATHABLE
Windstopper Fuga material keeps you riding 
no matter the weather

NIGHT SAFETY
Reflective detail for added road visibility

OPTIMA ELASTIC MEMORY
Keeps the garment fitting snug as new

SLIM
FIT



+10/+25

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

Tame the wind

SCUDO JACKET
CODE: W9 332L 75 SCUDO

+10/+25
SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL
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GRGR
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CAM LOCK ZIP

The ultimate vest to stow in your back pocket just in case. Race fit  in windproof Scudo fabric. Offers protection and warmth when the temperature drops or the wind picks 
up. Extremely lightweight, it can be easily folded inside its own zipped back pocket. Can be conveniently carried and worn when the conditions merit an extra layer. A highly 
reflective Santini logo on the back ensure you’ll be seen on the road. Recommended by Lizzie to use when decending to protect your core from the wind.

In-pocket protection

SCUDO VEST
CODE: W9 542L 75 SCUDO

WIND AND WATERPROOF
Perfect to protect you from the wind

POCKETABLE
It can be easily folded into its own zipeed 
back pocket

RECCOMMENDED BY A WORLD CHAMPION
Recommended by Lizzie Deignan anytime 
you need an extra layer to protect you from 
the wind 

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

The convenient solution to face the wind!  Race fit jacket in windproof Scudo fabric. Offering supreme protection against the wind. Comfortable rubber-fabric inserts on the 
wrists ensure you stay thermally regulated. High visibility guaranteed while riding thanks to the reflective Santini logo on the back. Extremely lightweight, it can be easily 
folded inside its own zipped back pocket and conveniently carried. Recommended by Lizzie anytime you need an extra layer to protect you from the wind and keep your 
body temperature stable.

LIGHT AS A FEATHER
Made with theincredibly light and win-proof 
Skin fabric

POCKETABLE
It can be easily folded into its own zipeed 
back pocket

RECCOMMENDED BY A WORLD CHAMPION
Recommended by Lizzie Deignan anytime 
you need an extra layer to protect you from 
the wind

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

INSULATION

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

SLIM
FIT

SLIM
FIT
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ACCESSORIES

When nature plots against you, you can turn to us. We know 
just how important the base season is and we’ve been hard 
at work to provide useful additions to your kit. Our winter 
accessories line provides you all you need to muster up the 
motivation to confront harsh conditions. Stay warm and snug 
this winter and keep the wind, rain and cold at bay. Our top-
performing fabrics have been meticulously engineered to 
deliver top performance all in a stylish design.

Together, let’s build a strong base this winter.

FW19
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CODE: SP 460 GUARD

GUARD RAINY CAP

Stylish protection. Waterproof cycling cap in Ermes fabric to keep your head warm and 
dry. With thermosealed stitching, engineered for durability and performance.
Eye-catching colour contrast on the underside of visor. Invert it and express yourself.

CODE: SP 490 WIN XF

XF UNDERHELMET

Trap the heat. Skull cap in cosy Blizzard thermofl eece fabric. Guarantees a snug warm 
fi t under your helmet. Designed for winter use and the coldest conditions. Frontal 
protection from the wind thanks to the Windstopper xfree 300 fabric. With a refl ective 
Santini logo and piping all the way around for maximum visibility in low light.

NE

CODE: SP 577 WS PIXEL

PIXEL SHOE COVERS

Beat off numbness. Protective winter booties with Windstopper X-free 300 fabric. 
Windproof but breathable. Warm and water resistant.  Complete protection for those 
harsh winter months. Refl ective dots fi nish on the upper part ensures enhanced 
visibility in low light.

CODE: SP 481 TFP PASSO

PASSO WINTER CAP

Fight back against winter in style. Stylish winter cap in toasty Blizzard thermofl eece. 
Ensures you stay insulated under your helmet. With warm snug ear fl aps in Pixel fabric 
to cover all vitals. Complete with a refl ective design for greater visibility in fading light.

NE

CODE: SP 593 TFP H20 VEGA

VEGA GLOVES

Hands down the best protection. Winter gloves providing warmth in a breathable 
design resistant to water and wind. Made from elastic Windstopper X-Free 300 fabric. 
Grip the bars confi dently with the non-slip silicone grip on the palm, engineered for 
extra warmth. Designed for long-lasting durability. Thumb comes in reversed X free 
300 fabric with extra padding for improved grip. Includes refl ective piping for when 
riding in fading light. 

SIZE
S - M - L - XL

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

SIZE
UNI

SIZE
UNI

NE

0/+15

CODE: SP 577 – WALL2

WALL 2.0 SHOE COVERS

Be aero. Be fast. Every advantage adds up. Shoe covers engineered for increased 
aerodynamic effi ciency on the bike. Made from durable fabric with water and windproof 
coating for complete protection. Includes a waterproof back zipper and reinforced toe 
and sole to ensure longevity. Make every watt count against the clock.

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

AR GF NE

+5/+15
SHOCK

ABSORBER
WATER

NE GF

WATER WATERWIND WIND

0/+10

-5/+5
WIND

WIND

0/+10

NE

+5/+15
SIZE:
UNI

WATER WIND



TECHNICAL FEATURES 

ACQUAZERO TREATMENT
Sitip’s ACQUAZERO treatment makes fabric reliably water-resistant (ISO 29865 certified) for the first 60 minutes of use without 
compromising comfort, elasticity, softness, or warmth. It also ensures maximum breathability, makes the fabric UV and 
chlorineresistant, and guarantees excellent durability after repeated uses and laundering.

ZIP CAM-LOCK
All the zippers we employ feature a cam lock zip closure. This technology protects you from pulling down your zipper 
inadvertently. When the pull is down it locks the zipper in place, to open the zipper simply raise the pull and unzip (or zip).

MUSCLE COMPRESSION
Many of our garment’s fabrics offer a gradual compression that helps muscle recovery by facilitating the passage of oxygen 
into the blood of the legs and thus increasing muscle stability and improving pedaling efficiency.

FAST DRY
All our garments have a high level of ventilation because it is extremely important to grant the highest breathability level during 
the ride. All our fabrics helps to keep you dry during your trainings and races in every weather condition.

BE-HOT
Some of our winter garments adopt Be-Hot fabric by Sitip which, in addition to guaranteeing protection during winter rides, has 
the capacity to generate up to 4 ° centigrade more by exploiting the movement of muscles while riding.

UV PROTECTION
Most of the fabrics we use for our summer garments have a high UVA/UVB (UPF 50+) resistance to protect your skin while 
ensuring comfort and breathability.

We design for the most demanding riders on the planet. They judge our clothing 
based on fit, performance, comfort and durability. The fabric is the critical 
component that gives us the edge. We source and develop fabrics and fibres 
with specific qualities, such as breathability or insulation, and combine them 
in advanced ways to enhance their performance. We use special coatings 
and treatments to create garments that perform at the highest level in a range 
of climates and conditions. Our aim is to provide every rider  with the same 
features and benefits we give our professional teams. Performance without 
limitation.
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PADDINGS
Each and every Santini padding is designed and engineered in Italy and are 
the result of extensive studies and testing carried out with our pro athletes. Our 
range includes men, women, kids and triathlon specific paddings, all designed 
to guarantee unrivaled fit and maximum protection over medium and long 
distances.

C3 is an endurance high performance chamois, ideal for long hours in the saddle. 
The C3 chamois is constructed by using an innovative process called Carving. This special technique allows 
the pad maximum shock protection, incredible lightness, breathability, and perfect fit because it adheres better 
to the body allowing freedom of movement. The Rooted Gel located in the ischium (sit bones) area allows for 
neutralization of vibration when the pad is under stress. 

NAT is a chamois dedicated for those seeking maximum protection, but with a reduced thickness NAT is one 
of our most popular paddings and has been completely updated for even better performance. NAT is made 
by assembling layers of multi density foam enclose the refreshing NEXT gel core that offers incredible shock 
protection. The materials are perforated for maximum breathability during even the hottest days.

GITevo is our most versatile gel core chamois. All-round comfort for all types of riding.
GITevo is the technological evolution of the original GIT chamois with Twist Gel silicone core that absorbs shock 
steadily and gradually. GITevo offers added performance with it’s new carved construction process that is able to 
create thicknesses without seams and stitching, reducing the weight and increasing the softness of the padding. 

C3

NAT

GIT EVO

10 mm (foam)
3mm (coat)

85 kg/m3

GEL

GEL

12 mm (foam)
3mm (coat)

80 kg/m3

3 mm (foam)
10mm (coat)

80 kg/m3

GEL

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h



TM     Santini Winter CollectionSantini Winter Collection     TM     GILevo is a feminine chamois with an extremely versatile gel heart. All-round comfort for any type of cycling activity. Extremely high performance chamois thanks to the innovative Carving process that is able to create thicknesses without the need for seams or glue. The carving process reduces weight while increasing the softness, elasticity and breathability of the pad.GIL EVO

NOTE: For technical or commercial reasons, Santini reserve the right to make changes at any time to the design and features of the garments in this catalogue.
Due to the limitations of print media the actual colours of garments and products in this catalogue can in some cases differ slightly in reality.

COLORS

FX

FUCSIA

GF

FLUO
YELLOW

BX/BR

BORDEAUX

VI

VIOLET

ICONS

GENERAL INFO

RANGE
TEMPERATURE

+5/+18

ELASTIC BREATHABLE THERMAL 
BALANCE

SHOCK
ABSORBER CUSTOMIZABLE
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WATER WIND

POWERED BY
POWERED BY

RO

POWDER 
PINK

RS

RED

VE

GREEN

AC

ACQUA
BLUE

BI

WHITE

NE

BLACK

NT

NAUTICA 
BLUE

AZ

LIGHT
BLUE

GR

GREY

AF

FLASHY
ORANGE

BA

AIRY
BLUE

8mm (foam)
4mm (coat)

90 kg/m3

EMAX

GIL EVO

WMAX

C3W

10mm (foam)
3mm (coat)

85 kg/m3

GEL

3mm (foam)
10mm (coat)

80 kg/m3

GEL

4mm (foam)
8mm (coat)

90 kg/m3RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

eMAX is the everyday chamois perfect for medium distances and indoor activities.
Emax is the evolution of our long running Coolmax padding but better, thanks to the improved ergonomic 
construction. The anatomical shape and the perforated foam layer with varying densities make this pad ideal for 
all types of indoor activities and for medium distances. Minimal and essential design.

GILevo is a feminine chamois with an extremely versatile gel heart. All-round comfort for any type of cycling 
activity. Extremely high performance chamois thanks to the innovative Carving process that is able to create 
thicknesses without the need for seams or glue. The carving process reduces weight while increasing the 
softness, elasticity and breathability of the pad.

WMAX is the essential woman’s chamois, perfect for medium distances and indoor activities.
The anatomical shape and the perforated foam layer with varying densities make this chamois ideal for all types 
of indoor activities and for medium distances. No seams come in contact with the skin for extreme comfort and 
to prevent irritation. Minimal and essential design.

C3W is our high performance endurance chamois, designed specifi cally for women and ideal for long hours in 
the saddle C3W is built through a new process called Carving Technology. This special technique allows the pad 
maximum shock protection, incredible lightness, breathability, and perfect fi t because it adheres better to the 
female shape of the body allowing freedom of movement. Two gel inserts positioned in the support of the bones 
of the ischium (sit bones) allow neutralization of vibrations when the pad is under stress.
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SIZE GUIDE
Wearing the right size is key to have a much better experience on your bike, in terms of comfort and performance. When you ride you don’t want distractions. 
You just want to feel your muscles work, your steady breathing, your heart beating, enjoy the view and think about nothing. Choose the right size following 
our size guide and consult our fi t guide to make sure you get the fi t that works for you.

JERSEY FIT GUIDE 
While everyone wants their bib-shorts to fi t close to the body to perform at their best, how a jersey should fi t is a very personal matter.
When we develop our collection’s tops we do it working on different fi ts. In this catalogue you will fi nd SLIM e CLASSIC fi ts.
Have a look at our jersey fi t guide below to understand how the different fi ts work! Remember to check on the product page the FIT icon and to choose 
your size according to how you want it to fi t on your body!
Use this guide to fi nd the fi t that is right for you!

SLIM FIT  
Form fi tting jersey. Remains close to the body minimizing wind resistance in the saddle.
This is the fi t that defi nes Santini. Incredibly versatile as it gives you a sleek profi le 
while maintaining incredible comfort throughout your ride.
Vestibilità aderente. Segue il corpo minimizzando la resistenza al vento.
Questa è la vestibilità che defi nisce Santini. Incredibilmente versatile, per un effetto da 
professionista, garantendo il massimo comfort durante la pedalata.

CLASSIC FIT
Regular fi tting jersey. Soft on the body for those who look for a more classic fi t.
Vestibilità comoda. Segue dolcemente le line del corpo per una vestibilità più classica.

SLIM
FIT

CLASSIC
FIT
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#SANTINICYCLINGWEAR

HERE ARE THE NUMBERS:

1000 km touring around the spectacular Gran Canaria. 70 
hours of photo shoots resulting in 22,000 pictures. 240
coffees fuelled the rides. Plus 180 glasses of fruit juice. 5kg

of mandarin oranges. 2kg of nuts devoured in the tropical 
paradise. 30 dives into the sparkling coastal waters. And 6
punctures for pause and refl ection.
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